Abstract-Block-banded matrices generalize banded matrices. We study the properties of positive definite full matrices whose inverses are -block-banded. We show that, for such matrices, the blocks in the -block band of completely determine ; namely, all blocks of outside its -block band are computed from the blocks in the -block band of . We derive fast inversion algorithms for and its inverse that, when compared to direct inversion, are faster by two orders of magnitude of the linear dimension of the constituent blocks. We apply these inversion algorithms to successfully develop fast approximations to Kalman-Bucy filters in applications with high dimensional states where the direct inversion of the covariance matrix is computationally unfeasible.
I. INTRODUCTION

B
LOCK-banded matrices and their inverses arise frequently in signal processing applications, including autoregressive or moving average image modeling, covariances of Gauss-Markov random processes (GMrp) [1] , [2] , or with finite difference numerical approximations to partial differential equations. For example, the point spread function (psf) in image restoration problems has a block-banded structure [3] . Block-banded matrices are also used to model the correlation of cyclostationary processes in periodic time series [4] . We are motivated by signal processing problems with large dimensional states where a straightforward implementation of a recursive estimation algorithm, such as the Kalman-Bucy filter (KBf), is prohibitively expensive. In particular, the inversion of the error covariance matrices in the KBf is computationally intensive precluding the direct implementation of the KBf to such problems.
Several approaches 1 [3] - [10] have been proposed in the literature for the inversion of (scalar, not block) banded matrices. In banded matrices, the entries in the band diagonals are scalars. In contrast with banded matrices, there are much fewer results published for block-banded matrices. Any block-banded matrix is also banded; therefore, the methods in [3] - [10] could in principle be applicable to block-banded matrices. Extension of inversion algorithms designed for banded matrices to block-banded matrices generally fails to exploit the sparsity patterns within each block and between blocks; therefore, they are not optimal [11] . Further, algorithms that use the block-banded structure of the matrix to be inverted are computationally more efficient than those that just manipulate scalars because with block-banded matrices more computations are associated with a given data movement than with scalar banded matrices. An example of an inversion algorithm that uses the inherent structure of the constituent blocks in a block-banded matrix to its advantage is in [3] ; this reference proposes a fast algorithm for inverting block Toeplitz matrices with Toeplitz blocks. References [12] - [17] describe alternative algorithms for matrices with a similar Toeplitz structure. This paper develops results for positive definite and symmetric -block-banded matrices and their inverses . An example of is the covariance matrix of a Gauss-Markov random field (GMrp); see [2] with its inverse referred to as the information matrix. Unlike existing approaches, no additional structure or constraint is assumed on ; in particular, the algorithms in this paper do not require to be Toeplitz. Our inversion algorithms generalize our earlier work presented in [18] for tridiagonal block matrices to block matrices with an arbitrary bandwidth . We show that the matrix , whose inverse is an -block-banded matrix, is completely defined by the blocks within its -block band. In other words, when the block matrix has an -block-banded inverse, is highly structured. Any block entry outside the -block diagonals of can be obtained from the block entries within the -block diagonals of . The paper proves this fact, which is at first sight surprising, and derives the following algorithms for block matrices whose inverses are -block-banded: 1) Inversion of : An inversion algorithm for that uses only the block entries in the -block band of . This is a very efficient inversion algorithm for such ; it is faster than direct inversion by two orders of magnitude of the linear dimension of the blocks used. 2) Inversion of : A fast inversion algorithm for the -block-banded matrix that is faster than its direct inversion by up to one order of magnitude of the linear dimension of its constituent blocks. Compared with the scalar banded representations, the blockbanded implementations of Algorithms 1 and 2 provide computational savings of up to three orders of magnitude of the dimension of the constituent blocks used to represent and its inverse . The inversion algorithms are then used to develop alternative, computationally efficient approximations of the KBf. These near-optimal implementations are obtained by imposing an -block-banded structure on the inverse of the error covariance matrix (information matrix) and correspond to modeling the error field as a reduced-order Gauss-Markov random process (GMrp). Controlled simulations show that our KBf implementations lead to results that are virtually indistinguishable from the results for the conventional KBf.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define the notation used to represent block-banded matrices and derive three important properties for -block-banded matrices. These properties express the block entries of an -block-banded matrix in terms of the block entries of its inverse, and vice versa. Section III applies the results derived in Section II to derive inversion algorithms for an -block-banded matrix and its inverse . We also consider special block-banded matrices that have additional zero block diagonals within the first -block diagonals. To illustrate the application of the inversion algorithms, we apply them in Section IV to inverting large covariance matrices in the context of an approximation algorithm to a large state space KBf problem. These simulations show an almost perfect agreement between the approximate filter and the exact KBf estimate. Finally, Section V summarizes the paper.
II. BANDED MATRIX RESULTS
A. Notation
Consider a positive-definite symmetric matrix represented by its constituent blocks , , . The matrix is assumed to have an -block-banded inverse , , , with the following structure:
where the square blocks and the zero square blocks are of order . A diagonal block matrix is a 0-block-banded matrix . A tridiagonal block matrix has exactly one nonzero block diagonal above and below the main diagonal and is therefore a 1-block-banded matrix and similarly for higher values of . Unless otherwise specified, we use calligraphic fonts to denote matrices (e.g., or ) with dimensions . Their constituent blocks are denoted by capital letters (e.g., or ) with the subscript representing their location inside the full matrix in terms of the number of block rows and block columns . The blocks (or ) are of dimensions , implying that there are block rows and block columns in matrix (or ).
To be concise, we borrow the MATLAB 2 notation to refer to an ordered combination of blocks . A principal submatrix of 2 MATLAB is a registered trademark of Mathworks.
spanning block rows and columns through is given by . . .
The Cholesky factorization of results in the Cholesky factor that is an upper triangular matrix. To indicate that the matrix is the upper triangular Cholesky factor of , we work often with the notation chol . Lemma 1.1 shows that the Cholesky factor of the -blockbanded matrix has exactly nonzero block diagonals above the main diagonal. 
where the lower diagonal entries in are zero blocks . More importantly, the main diagonal entries in are block inverses of the corresponding blocks in . These features are used next to derive three important theorems for -block-banded matrices where we show how to obtain the following: a) block entry of the Cholesky factor from a selected number of blocks of without inverting the full matrix ; b) block entries of recursively from the blocks of without inverting the complete Cholesky factor ; and c) block entries , outside the first diagonals of from the blocks within the first -diagonals of . Since we operate at a block level, the three theorems offer considerable computational savings over direct computations of from and vice versa. The proofs are included in the Appendix.
B. Theorems
Theorem 1: The Cholesky blocks 's 3 on block row of the Cholesky factor of an -block-banded ma- 3 A comma in the subscript helps in differentiating between P and P that in our earlier notation is written as P
. We will use comma in the subscript only for cases where confusion may arise. 
. . . . . . . . .
(6) . . . (7) Theorem 1 shows how the blocks of the Cholesky factor are determined from the blocks of the -banded . Equations (5) and (6) show that the Cholesky blocks on block row of , only involve the blocks in the principal submatrix that are in the neighborhood of these Cholesky blocks . For block rows , the dimensions of the required principal submatrix of is further reduced to , as shown by (6) . In other words, all block rows of the Cholesky factor can be determined independently of each other by selecting the appropriate principal submatrix of and then applying (5) . For block row , the required principal submatrix of spans block rows (and block columns) through . An alternative to (5) 
for the last row. Theorem 2 states that the blocks on block row and within the first -block diagonals in can be evaluated from the corresponding Cholesky blocks in and the -banded blocks in the lower block rows of , i.e., , with . To illustrate the recursive nature of the computations, consider computing the diagonal block of a matrix that, for example, has a 2-block-banded inverse. This requires computing the following blocks:
in the reverse zig-zag order specified as follows:
where the number indicates the order in which the blocks are computed. The block is calculated first, followed by , and so on with the remaining entries until is reached.
Next, we present Theorem 3, which expresses the block entries outside the first diagonals in in terms of its blocks within the first -diagonals.
Theorem 3: Let be -block-banded and . Then
This theorem shows that the blocks , outside the -band of are determined from the blocks , within its -band. In other words, the matrix is completely specified by its first -block diagonals. Any blocks outside the -block diagonals can be evaluated recursively from blocks within the -block diagonals. In the paper, we refer to the blocks in the -block band of as the significant blocks. The blocks outside the -block band are referred to as the nonsignificant blocks. By Theorem 3, the nonsignificant blocks are determined from the significant blocks of .
To illustrate the recursive order by which the nonsignificant blocks are evaluated from the significant blocks, consider an example where we compute block in , which we assume has a 3-block-banded inverse . First, write as given by Theorem 3 as Then, note that all blocks on the right-hand side of the equation are significant blocks, i.e., these lie in the 3-block band of , except , which is a nonsignificant block. Therefore, we need to compute first. By application of Theorem 3 again, we can see that block can be computed directly from the significant blocks, i.e., from blocks that are all within the 3-block band of , so that no additional nonsignificant blocks of are needed.
As a general rule, to compute the block entries outside the -block band of , we should first compute the blocks on the th diagonal from the significant blocks, followed by the block diagonal entries, and so on, until all blocks outside the band have been computed.
We now restate, as Corollaries 1.1-3.1, Theorems 1-3 for matrices with tridiagonal matrix inverses, i.e., for . These corollaries are the results in [18] . Corollary 1.1: The Cholesky blocks of a tridiagonal block-banded matrix can be computed directly from the main diagonal blocks and the first upper diagonal blocks of using the following expressions:
Corollary 2.1: The main and the first upper block diagonal entries of with a tridiagonal blockbanded inverse can be evaluated from the Cholesky factors of from the following expressions:
for (16) Corollary 3.1: Given the main and the first upper block diagonal entries of with a tridiagonal blockbanded inverse , any nonsignificant upper triangular block entry of can be computed from its significant blocks from the following expression: (17) In Corollary 3.1, the following notation is used: (18) We note that in (17) , the block is expressed in terms of blocks on the main diagonal and on the first upper diagonal . Thus, any nonsignificant block in is computed directly from the significant blocks without the need for a recursion.
III. INVERSION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we apply Theorems 1 and 2 to derive computationally efficient algorithms to invert the full symmetric positive definite matrix with an -block-banded inverse and to solve the converse problem of inverting the symmetric positive definite -block-banded matrix to obtain its full inverse . We also include results from simulations that illustrate the computational savings provided by Algorithms 1 and 2 over direct inversion of the matrices. In this section, the matrix is , i.e., with blocks of order . We only count the multiplication operations assuming that inversion or multiplication of generic matrices requires floating-point operations (flops).
A. Inversion of Matrices With Block-Banded Inverses Algorithm 1-
: This algorithm computes the -block-banded inverse from blocks of using Steps 1 and 2. Since is symmetric ( ) (similarly for ), we only compute the upper triangular blocks of (or ).
Step 1: Starting with , the Cholesky's blocks are calculated recursively using Theorem 1. The blocks on row , for example, are calculated using (8) 
In
Step 2 of Algorithm 1, the number of summation terms in (20) to compute is (except for the first few initial rows, ). Each term involves two block multiplications, 4 i.e., flops are needed to compute . There are roughly nonzero blocks in the upper half of the -blockbanded inverse resulting in the following flop count:
Number of flops in Step 2 (22) The total number of flops to compute using Algorithm 1 is therefore given by Number of flops in Algorithm 1
or , which is an improvement of over the direct inversion of .
As an aside, it may be noted that Step 1 of Algorithm 1 computes the Cholesky factors of an -block-banded matrix and can be used for Cholesky factorization of .
B. Inversion of -Block-Banded Matrices Algorithm 2-
: This algorithm calculates from its -block-banded inverse from the following two steps. 4 Equation (20) also inverts once for each block row i the matrix (U U ).
Such an inversion 1 i N=I times requires NI flops, which is a factor of L less than our result in (21) not affecting the order of the number of computations.
Step 1: Calculate the Cholesky blocks from . These can be evaluated recursively using the following expressions:
The boundary condition (b.c.) for the first row is chol and (26) Equations (24)- (26) are derived by rearranging terms in (19) .
Step 2: Starting with , the block entries , , , and in are determined recursively from the Cholesky blocks using Theorems 2 and 3. Alternative Implementation: To compute from (24) demands that the matrix (27) be positive definite. Numerical errors with badly conditioned matrices may cause the factorization of this matrix to fail. The Cholesky factorization can be avoided by noting that Theorem 2 requires only terms and , which in turn use . We can avoid the Cholesky factorization of matrix (27) by replacing Step 1 as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the product terms
for , , and with boundary condition , and . We will use implementation (28)-(30) in conjunction with Step 2 for the inversion of -block-banded matrices.
Computations: Since the term is obtained directly by iteration of the previous rows, (28) in Step 1 of Algorithm 2 only involves additions and does not require multiplications. Equation (29) requires one matrix multiplication. 5 The number of terms on each block row of is ; therefore, the 5 As we explained in footnote 4, (29) inverts matrix U U 
or flops, which is an improvement of approximately a factor of over direct inversion of matrix .
C. Simulations
In Figs. 1 and 2 , we plot the results of Monte Carlo simulations that quantify the savings in floating-point operations (flops) resulting from Algorithms 1 and 2 over the direct inversion of the matrices. The plots are normalized by the total number of flops required in the direct inversion; therefore, the region below the ordinate in these figures corresponds to the number of computations smaller than the number of computations required by the direct inversion of the matrices. This region represents computational savings of our algorithms over direct inversion. In each case, the dimension of the constituent blocks in (or of in ) is kept constant at , whereas the parameter denoting the number of blocks on the main diagonal in (or ) is varied from 1 to 50. The maximum dimensions of matrices and in the simulation is (250 250). Except for the few initial cases where the overhead involved in indexing and identifying constituent blocks exceeds the savings provided by Algorithm 2, both algorithms exhibit considerable savings over direct inversion. For Algorithm 1, the computations can be reduced by a factor of 10-100, whereas for Algorithm 2, the savings can be by a factor of 10. Higher savings will result with larger matrices.
D. Choice of Block Dimensions
In this subsection, we compare different implementations of Algorithms 1 and 2 obtained by varying the size of the blocks in the matrix . For example, consider the following representation for with scalar dimensions of :
. . . To illustrate the effect of the dimensions of the constituent blocks used in (or ) on the computational complexity Table I illustrates the computational gain obtained in Algorithms 1 and 2 with blocks of larger dimensions. The increase in the number of computations in the two algorithms using smaller blocks can be mainly attributed to additional zero blocks that are included in the outermost block diagonals of when the size of the constituent blocks in is reduced. Because the inversion algorithms do not recognize these blocks as zero blocks to simplify the computations, their inclusion increases the overall number of flops used by the two algorithms. If the dimensions of the constituent blocks used in inverting with a -block-banded inverse are reduced from to , it follows from (35) that the number of flops in Algorithm 1 is increased by . Similarly, if the dimensions of the constituent blocks used in inverting a -block-banded matrix are reduced to , it follows from (36) that the number of flops in Algorithm 2 increases by . Assuming to be a power of 2, the above discussion can be extended until is expressed in terms of scalars, i.e., is a scalar entry. Using such scalar implementations, it can be shown that the number of flops in Algorithms 1 and 2 are increased by 
E. Sparse Block-Banded Matrices
An interesting application of the inversion algorithms is to invert a matrix that is not only -block-banded but is also constrained in having all odd numbered block diagonals within the first -block diagonals both above and below the main block diagonal consisting of blocks, i.e.,
By appropriate permutation of the block diagonals, the -blockbanded matrix can be reduced to a lower order block-banded matrix with bandwidth . Alternatively, Lemma 1 and Theorems 1-3 can be applied directly with the following results.
1) The structure of the upper triangle Cholesky block is similar to , with the block entries , , given by for (38) and for
In other words, the blocks on all odd numbered diagonals in are . . Recall that the blocks of required to compute are referred to as the significant blocks. In our example, the significant blocks are for (
3) The blocks on all odd-numbered diagonals in the full matrix , which is the inverse of a sparse L-block banded matrix with zero blocks on the odd-numbered diagonals, are themselves zero blocks. This is verified from Theorem 2, which reduces to 
Result 4 illustrates that only the even-numbered significant blocks in are used in calculating its nonsignificant blocks.
IV. APPLICATION TO KALMAN-BUCY FILTERING
For typical image-based applications in computer vision and the physical sciences, the visual fields of interest are often specified by spatial local interactions. In other cases, these fields are modeled by finite difference equations obtained from discretizing partial differential equations. Consequently, the state matrices and in the state equation (with forcing term ) (47) are block-banded and sparse, i.e., for . A similar structure exists for with block bandwidth . The dimension of the state vector is on the order of the number of pixels in the field, which is typically to elements. Due to this large dimensionality, it is usually only practical to observe a fraction of the field. The observations in the observation model with noise (48) and are, therefore, fairly sparse. This is typically the case with remote sensing platforms on board orbiting satellites.
Implementation of optimal filters such as the KBf to estimate the field (the estimated field is denoted by ) in such cases requires storage and manipulation of to matrices, which is computationally not practical. To obtain a practical implementation, we approximate the non-Markov error process at each time iteration in the KBf by a Gauss-Markov random process (GMrp) of order . This is equivalent to approximating the error covariance matrix , where is the expectation operator, by a matrix whose inverse is -block-banded. We note that it is the inverse of the covariance that is block-banded-the covariance itself is still a full matrix. In the context of image compression, firstorder GMrp approximations have been used to model noncausal images. In [2] and [22] , for example, an uncorrelated error field is generated recursively by subtracting a GMrp based prediction of the intensity of each pixel in the image from its actual value.
-block-banded Approximation: The approximated matrix is obtained directly from in a single step by retaining the significant blocks of in , i.e.,
The nonsignificant blocks in , if required, are obtained by applying Theorem 3 and using the significant blocks of in (49). In [6] , it is shown that the GMrp approximations optimize the Kullback-Leibler mean information distance criterion under certain constraints.
The resulting implementations of the KBf obtained by approximating the error field with a GMrp are referred to as the local KBf [18] and [19] , where we introduced the local KBf for a first-order GMrp. This corresponds to approximating the inverse of the error covariance matrix (information matrix) with a 1-block-banded matrix. In this section, we derive several implementations of the local KBf using different values of of the GMrp approximation and explore the tradeoff between the approximation error versus the block bandwidth in our approximation. We carry this study using the frame-reconstruction problem studied in [20] , where a sequence of (100 100) images of the moving tip of a quadratic cone are synthesized. The surface translates across the image frame with a constant velocity whose components along the two frame axes are both 0.2 pixels/frame, i.e., (50) where is the forcing term. Since the spatial coordinates take only integer values in the discrete dynamical model on which the filters are based, we use a finite difference model obtained by discretizing (50) with the leap-frog method [21] . The dynamical equation in (50) is a simplified case of the thin-plate model with the spatial coherence constraint that is suitable for surface interpolation. We assume that data is available on a few spatial points on adjacent rows of the field , and a different row is observed at each iteration. The initial conditions used in the local KBf are and . The forcing term and the observation noise are both assumed overlap the plot for the optimal KBf.
independent identically distributed (iid) random variables with Gaussian distribution of zero mean and unit variance or a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB. Our discrete state and observation models are different from [20] . Fig. 3 shows the evolution over time of the mean square error (MSE) for the estimated fields obtained from the optimal KBf and the local KBfs. In each case, the MSE are normalized with the energy present in the field. The solid line in Fig. 3 corresponds to the MSE for the exact KBf, whereas the dotted line is the MSE obtained for the local KBf using a 1-block-banded approximation. The MSE plots for higher order blockbanded approximations are so close to the exact KBf that they are indistinguishable in the plot from the MSE of the optimal KBf. It is clear from the plots that the local KBf follows closely the optimal KBf, showing that the reduced-order GMrp approximation is a fairly good approximation to the problem.
To quantify the approximation to the error covariance matrix , we plot in Fig. 4 the 2-norm difference between the error covariance matrix of the optimal KBf and the local KBfs with , 2, and 4 block-banded approximations. The 2-norm differences are normalized with the 2-norm magnitude of the error covariance matrix of the optimal KBf. The plots show that after a small transient, the difference between the error covariance matrices of the optimal KBf and the local KBfs is small, with the approximation improving as the value of is increased. An interesting feature for is the sharp bump in the plots around the iterations 6 to 10. The bump reduces and subsequently disappears for higher values of .
Discussion: The experiments included in this section were performed to make two points. First, we apply the inversion algorithms to derive practical implementations of the KBf. For applications with large dimensional fields, the inversion of the error covariance matrix is computationally intensive precluding the direct implementation of the KBf to such problems. By approximating the error field with a reduced order GMrp, we impose a block-banded structure on the inverse of the covariance matrix (information matrix). Algorithms 1 and 2 invert the approximated error covariance matrix with a much lower computational cost, allowing the local KBf to be successfully imple- mented. Second, we illustrate that the estimates from the local KBf are in almost perfect agreement with the direct KBf, indicating that the local KBf is a fairly good approximation of the direct KBf. In our simulations, a relatively small value of the block bandwidth is sufficient for an effective approximation of the covariance matrix. Intuitively, this can be explained by the effect of the strength of the state process and noise on the structure of the error covariance matrix in the KBf. When the process noise is low, the covariance matrix approaches the structure imposed by the state matrix . Since is block-banded, it makes sense to update the -block diagonals of the error covariance matrix. On the other hand, when the process noise is high, the prediction is close to providing no information about the unknown state. Thus, the structural constraints on the inverse of the covariance matrix have little effect. As far as the measurements are concerned, only a few adjacent rows of the field are observed during each time iteration. In the error covariance matrix obtained from the filtering step of the KBf, blocks corresponding to these observed rows are more significantly affected than the others. These blocks lie close to the main block diagonal of the error covariance matrix, which the local KBf updates in any case. As such, little difference is observed between the exact and local KBfs.
V. SUMMARY
The paper derives inversion algorithms for -block-banded matrices and for matrices whose inverse are -block-banded. The algorithms illustrate that the inverse of an -block-banded matrix is completely specified by the first -block entries adjacent to the main diagonal and any outside entry can be determined from these significant blocks. Any block entry outside the -block diagonals can therefore be obtained recursively from the block entries within the -block diagonals. Compared to direct inversion of a matrix, the algorithms provide computational savings of up to two orders of magnitude of the dimension of the constituent blocks used. Finally, we apply our inversion algorithms to approximate covariance matrices in signal processing applications like in certain problems of the Kalman-Bucy filtering (KBf), where the state is large, but a block-banded struc-ture occurs due to the nature of the state equations and the sparsity of the block measurements. In these problems, direct inversion of the covariance matrix is computationally intensive due to the large dimensions of the state fields. The block-banded approximation to the inverse of the error covariance matrix makes the KBf implementation practical, reducing the computational complexity of the KBf by at least two orders of the linear dimensions of the estimated field. Our simulations show that the resulting KBf implementations are practically feasible and lead to results that are virtually indistinguishable from the results of the conventional KBf.
APPENDIX
In the Appendix, we provide proofs for Lemma 1.1 and Theorems 1-3. (52) 6 There is a small variation in the number of terms at the boundary. The proofs for the b.c. follow along similar lines and are not explicitly included here.
for
. From the previous induction steps, we know that in (52) are all zero blocks for . Equation (52) [18] .
Case : By the induction step, Theorem 2 is valid for a -block-banded matrix. By rearranging terms, Theorem 2 for is expressed as
. . .
where the dimensions of the block row vector are . The dimensions of the block column vector are . In evaluating , the procedure for selecting the constituent blocks in the block row vector of and the block column vector of is straightforward. For , we select the blocks on block row spanning columns through . Similarly, for , the blocks on block column spanning rows to are selected. The number of spanned block rows (or block columns) depends on the block bandwidth .
Case : By induction, from the case, the dimensions of the block column vectors or block row vectors in (63) and (64) would increase by one block. The block row vector derived from in (63) now spans block columns through along block row of and is given by . The block column vector involving in (63) is now given by and spans block rows through of block column . Below, we verify Theorem 2 for the case by a nested induction on block row , . For block row , Theorem 2 becomes , which is proven directly by rearranging terms of the first b.c. in Theorem 1.
Assume Theorem 2 is valid for block row . 
Substituting the Cholesky product terms from (72) in (71) proves Theorem 3 for block row .
